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We live in an age of uncertainty and change, but also

of promise in the unknown. Human endeavour

through science probes the boundaries of the world

as we know it and new possibi l ities for creative

potential have emerged, exploited by artists in places

once overlooked, exposed to view like overturned

stones to wider audiences wired into global social and

media networks.

Difference Screen presented an evolving series of

artists’ fi lm and video, travell ing to 20 countries with

61 screenings at 52 venues over three years, before

concluding in 201 6. The programmes reveal hidden,

unexpected and often a very human view of

diverse countries, places and landscapes shaped by

recent events - artists’ responses that together show

the vital , creative value and potential of difference. I t

has mapped an extraordinary and expanding network

of diverse venues around the world existing through

the dedication of artists and organisers in often

adverse conditions with l imited funds.

Difference Screen was developed and curated by

Bruce Allan and Ben Eastop. Profi les of contributing

fi lm-makers, and a blog can be found at

www.differencescreen.net.

From top: ABC No Rio,

New York, October

2015; Displaced,

Mendelsohnhalle,

Luckenwalde, June

2015; Poster at Jorhat

book fair for 2nd

screening, Jorhat,

Assam, November

2015
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OPEN FIELD CURATING
Gareth Evans

“Imagine an eye unruled by man-made laws of perspective, an

eye unprejudiced by compositional logic, an eye which does not

respond to the name of everything but which must know each

object encountered in life through an adventure of perception.

How many colors are there in a field of grass to the crawling baby

unaware of 'Green'? How many rainbows can light create for the

untutored eye? How aware of variations in heat waves can that

eye be?

“Imagine a world alive with incomprehensible objects and

shimmering with an endless variety of movement and innumerable

gradations of color. Imagine a world before the 'beginning was the

word’.” - Stan Brakhage, from Metaphors of Vision.

Start, as always, with the world.

Here, in this place now, with the legend of the seasons and their

shift. Blossom is the definition of this early morning stroll;

numerous, benign explosions across the park in which the blast

remains, suspended, a gentle bruise on air, scenting and

scattering its gift with each lifting of the breeze. Dandelions,

daisies and wildflowers, meanwhile, languorous in the longer

grass, constellate the ground.

We are in the commonwealth of Stan Brakhage’s ‘green’, in the

great, democratic arena of co-existence within the framed, worked

land. Here, multiple flora and fauna - diverse species of both - ebb

and flow, are mobile and stationary within each other’s orbits. The

ascendant chorale of birdsong is, in a very real sense, the sonic

equivalence of the flowering trees. Dogs wheel and chase and

pant and roll. The human is a part, and not the only, not even

prime. In parks, it seems, humankind is happy to belong, not to

dominate. Perhaps this is why such sites are inherently relaxing.

Hierarchies are willingly put aside, and an older, larger, richer way

of relating is re-established.

And all of this projects against the first and final screen – of

spectrum-shifting sky, its hues and tones the mood-board of the

psyche. It is both porous and protective, and beneath it the

‘difference engine’ works.

*

In previous writing for this site, we established the centrality of

etymology to a fuller understanding of the generative ideas and

intentions at work within the Difference Screen project. We

tracked these words to their sources in language and meaning.

We have spoken of, and been moved by the fact that ‘curation’

derives from the ancient care of souls.

However, now, on the far side of the project’s extensive travels,

across continents, countries, territories, regions, cities, towns,

streets and halls, it’s important to consider what has been learnt

from this genuinely expansive, international, internationalist,

questioning and responsive programme. This writer’s concerns

focus on what might be called the ‘open field’.

If you search online under the term, a range of histories and

pursuits reveal themselves, including a controversial test for motor

function and anxiety levels in rodents, a major grain co-operative

based in the English midlands and a New York investment

opportunity. While these are inherently of interest, it is the
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phrase’s relevance to literature and land use that gains traction. In

1950, Black Mountain poet Charles Olson wrote an essay,

‘Projective Verse’, that proposed a new form – open field poetics,

in which material and its needs shaped structure. Improvisation

fuelled content, “one perception immediately and directly (leading)

to a further perception"; and the line delivered, each determined

by a unit of breath, of spoken utterance.

Turning to agriculture, one notes that, for the vast majority of its

history, ‘open field’ systems have been in operation: farming

tenancies based on the division of a lord’s land (itself rented from

the king) into strips. It was only with the rise of capitalism, and the

notion that land itself could be ‘owned’, that this yielded, primarily

through ‘enclosure’, to ‘private’ managed and secured plots.

Further, and etymologically, one acknowledges that ‘open’ has a

remarkably old, constant and widely shared linguistic root, itself

offering an ‘aperture’ through which a strong engagement with the

public, and public knowledge, emerges. Similarly, ‘field’ tracks

directly back to ‘earth’, and what might obtain from it.

It seems to this writer that what Allan and Eastop have realised in

their years-long, nomadic, accruing and consistently generous

global exchange around the contemporary artists’ moving image

is a fresh, reinvigorated expression of the caring navigation to

which we would surely all subscribe. Resisting imposition, their

‘open field curation’ is exactly that: social and sociable,

committed, non-judgmental, non-prescriptive, grounded in respect

for widely variant sites, pieces, makers, their communities and

ways of practice outside of the financial in production or

presentation; a means of making through process rather than a

search for a fixed and final product.

They acknowledge, of course, that a frame is needed, as with a

field itself, which declares itself both part of, and distinct from, its

surroundings. However it remains connected to the larger;

indivisibly dependent upon and in consistent dialogue with that

whole. It speaks and listens. Literally, there is cross-pollination.

In a world saturated by image volume, proposals motivated by

such goodwill are genuinely necessary. In a world closing more of

its borders daily, in which the ‘unknown other’ is treated with

suspicion, even contempt, rather than welcomed in solidarity, as

an equal, an amplifier of the human realm and its granary of the

possible, Difference Screen’s acknowledgement that art and

culture can permeate - and contribute to breaking down - these

boundaries is both timely and affecting.

In this way, it offers both a journey (a growing and receptive

‘improvisation of perceptions’) and a shelter, to works and

contents often vulnerable in a globalised economy of images and

peoples.

A chorus of the commons that sings with singular gifts: this is what

Difference Screen has given us; a conference of the birds in their

dusk and dawn assemblies.

Displaced, Mendelsohnhalle, Luckenwalde, June 2015
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Al-Hissan - Jenin Horse, Thomas Kilpper. A 5-metre high horse made from scrounged metal from destroyed houses and cars during workshops
with Palestinian youth in Jenin is towed through the streets of Jenin, and later through the occupied territories of the West Bank to Ramallah
and back.
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CURATING THE POLITICAL
Carmen Billows

The first time I attended a 'Difference Screen' film programme

was in Bangalore, India, in 2015. 'Difference Screen' was a film

programme series, which was conceived and organised by Ben

Eastop and Bruce Allan over the last four years and came to a

close in 2016. It showcased works that use the tools of

filmmaking to engage with everyday political reality - migration for

work, political asylum, contemporary dilemmas of globalisation

and displacement. In these film works the private becomes

universal and political, creating a counter-narrative to dominant

discourses in the mainstream news media. The works help

decipher neglected tales by uncovering and creating an

intertwined texture that makes up a specific place or landscape.

As a London-based curator for artists' moving image my

curatorial interest has shifted to the socio-political field in

response to the current neoliberal political climate in the UK. I

have curated film programmes that dealt with the recent housing

crisis and the gentrification processes both pre and post Olympic

games in London. In the process of doing this, it became

apparent that presenting these works within a gallery context,

with an audience already familiar with and sympathetic to the

critical position taken in these works, triggered doubts about the

efficacy of such a strategy as opposed to direct political action.

The feeling of impotence within curatorial practice to help artistic

engagement to impact on political decision-making seemed

everlasting.

The 'Difference Screen' programme, like many other screenings

of political film works, raises similar questions on how images of

recent political crises and places of conflict can be adequately

presented: at a gallery, cinema or rather within non-art related

context? The typical art and cinema audiences often seem to be

passively contemplating entities, who seek diversion rather than

confrontation and political engagement in their leisure time. By

taking up such current and personally pressing topics within their

artistic practice, the filmmakers within 'Difference Screen' might

be looking to address a wider audience, beyond the restrictions

of censorship in their own countries. Ideally these works would

also reach out to the people concerned with political decision-

making in the country in question, in order to change the

circumstances in that country. This however often proves difficult,

due to political constraints.

How can contemporary art and film curators engage an audience

to follow up on the concerns raised, once they have returned to

their private status quo? What are the symbolical and practical

limits inherent to the art and gallery environment that influence

the presentation of political works? Could artists and curators

possibly reach out to a larger and more diverse audience by

going to non-gallery spaces within the community, such as public

spaces, or even closer to where political decision-making is

taking place? What defines the fine line between political art and

propaganda? These questions, of course, open up a wider field

for discussion, some of which will be addressed within this article.

Art and social change have a long history of an intertwining

relationship. The avant-garde movements at the beginning of the

20th century claimed art and life to belong together in order to

create a new vision of society. At the end of the 19th century the
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traditional role of a museum in the UK was defined to serve an

educational purpose, as a form of patronage, in order to raise the

moral standards of the working class. Against this notion of a

place of education, museums changed, over the last century, into

sanctuaries for a collection of valuable art works, in which the

curator serves as the gatekeeper or caretaker, granting access to

a predominantly commodified space.

Since the 1980s, with the appearance of the model of the

'independent curator', most notably Swiss curator Harald

Szeeman, the notion and role of the curator became partly

autonomous from the art institution. Today, as a contemporary art

and film curator, interacting between and responding to the

different socio-cultural contexts, that I come across outside an art

institution, is central. Along with this new freedom of the nomadic

researcher/curator comes a high sensibility for the surrounding

context, from travelling to international art fairs and Biennials, to

bringing back home new ideas as a starting point of new

departures. The curator has become a mediator, producer and

facilitator of the contemporary rather than the gatekeeper of the

displays showcasing the history of art - responding promptly to

changing subcultural currents and socio-political urgencies.

Artists and contemporary art and film curators have become more

directly confronted with political realities beyond the realm of art

for art's sake, since the collapse of financial markets in 2008 and

subsequent cuts in national arts funding. In some cases artists

and curators team up in order to align themselves with a specific

political issue. This has provided the perfect nurturing ground for

the so-called 'educational turn' in art, which is manifest in the form

of symposia, lectures, talks, and discussions. Closely linked to

this is the 'social turn' in artistic practice, with a shared motivation

to produce, distribute and reflect on art beyond the confines of

the market, and in many cases, aiming to intervene directly in

social conditions.

A close relationship to an art institution as the commissioning

body has proven to be beneficial for these educational and social

changes in art, created by community-based and participatory

artistic frameworks. Most significantly the financial and

administrational support from art institutions allows artists to think

and test models and strategies, alternative to the socio-political

status quo, in a relatively protected realm.

So, despite the inherent contradiction between a socially

engaged artistic practice and being situated within the institution,

a detached and commercialised environment outside of political

context, the art institution is simultaneously a place that curators

and artists inherently rely upon - both as a support structure and

as an open platform of exposure. However, not only, but

especially for these political works, it is vital that the artist and

curator are in a constant dialogue about the works' specific needs

concerning location and modes of display that might involve non-

gallery sites, especially when it comes to performance or site-

specific intervention.

'Difference Screen' has demonstrated that the programming of

artists' moving image can have a comparable socially 'activist'

potential, especially in its choice of locations. The curators, Ben

Eastop and Bruce Allan, have been throughout the project

interested in the informal contexts beyond the art institution by

utilising artists' networks at a global level. They have achieved

this by bringing selected programmes to places outside the global

hotspots familiar to contemporary art, mainly beyond the curators'

UK base, in order to inform and trigger an international dialogue.
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In the process, film and video have proven to be flexible and

mobile formats that can be screened at various non-gallery sites

such as public spaces, educational institutions or community-

based venues. This has proven to draw different kinds of

audiences and to respond to the dialogues and networks existent

in specific political and social contexts.

My initial doubt about the gallery as a context of the 'Difference

Screen' programme, when I witnessed one in Bangalore,

gradually gave way to a feeling of empowerment. This was fed by

a call to take responsibility for a political situation one would

rarely hear about in much detail via the general news media

coverage. Reflecting on personal experiences through a creative

and experimental aesthetic approach, the films open the viewer

up to a more emotionally nuanced engagement with the subject

matter than the abstract and detached TV images of 24 hour

rolling news of war and conflict.

While offering only glimpses into singular lives, the works

seemed to speak about something more universal than the

political situation of their specific country. They referred to what

connects us globally, despite being from different socio-cultural

backgrounds, such as a similar notion of and need for public

space. After more than 30 years of neoliberal politics, many

issues of power transcend local cultural specificities -

gentrification and war being two such forces. The former can

drive us out of our existing life worlds through the ‘creative

destruction’ wrought by the free market; the latter can cause us to

flee our place of residence.

Difference Screen's curatorial approach provides us with an

important clue to finding new responsive audiences for political

film programming. Forging networks and solidarities by

organising political film screenings on a global level seems the

most viable curatorial strategy, in order to create a stronger

counter-public voice and raise a wider awareness for political

struggles and their contexts. For example, the knowledge about

refugees’ lives mediated through a film programme seems

valuable in order to encourage a deeper understanding of the

material causes that drive migration. This might support calls for

Kinshasa 2.0, Teboho Edkins. An Internet campaign helps in the
release of a presidential candidate jailed for talking openly about the
lack of democracy.
Previous page: Migration Standards (2011) Borjana Ventzislavova

9
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humanitarian assistance, thus help support social and political

change.

Besides the film screening in a 'cinematic' setting, there are

different other curatorial models at hand when showcasing

political works. The model of the 'conference', featuring invited

guest speakers and experts, who contribute detailed background

and contextual information to the subject areas dealt with in the

featured works, is one option for organising film screenings with

greater impact. Equally, the model of the 'exhibition' has the

advantage over a film screening in that it allows for each work to

resonate in its own space and time as well as for the audience to

pause and reflect. Being displayed individually as video or film

installations in the gallery space, accompanied by a

contextualising text and sectioned into concentrated topics, could

be beneficial to the works.

Taking these different curatorial choices into consideration, the

contemporary curator is in the unique position to become an

active participant in socio-political discourses as a mediator and

facilitator. Working alongside the limitations of the art institution

as a viable context while also considering non-gallery sites, there

exist a variety of curatorial models to present political art and

moving image works. It is the curator's main challenge to

respond sensitively to artists' engagement with the 'real' and to

flexibly reach out for new audiences beyond the walls of the

gallery, on a global level as well as within a wide variety of

curatorial models. This kind of curatorial approach has the

potency to foster exchange and support between artists, curators

and different kinds of publics. It can help draw out artistic

practice's potential to build a critical counter-voice to specific

socio-political contexts and contribute to real change.

Mantra, Gordana Andjelic-Galic. The artist struggles with 24 national
and political flags of Boznia-Herzogvnia - 'the burden of our past'.

Page 14: My love for you, Egypt, increases by the day, Heba Amin. A

man professing his love for Egypt after the fall of the corrupt Mubarak

regime in 2011, using Speak2Tweet messaging to get round

curtailment of the Internet.
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de Cinema – de Cuir: Difference Screen, Belgrade

... what do we know when we know where something is? We

know [Heba] Amin is at home in both the white and black cube

but we may not know where, or what, her home is.

As depicted in her video My Love For You, Egypt, Increases by

the Day (2011) in the Difference Screen program, which is part of

her ongoing project Speak2Tweet, the Egypt she knows is a

smoldering shell of its former self held together by the thin

network of tweets utilized by revolutionaries as a method of

communication and support. Her video and also her three-screen

installation at Forum Expanded frames the aural content of these

tweets against images of broken buildings and ruined structures.

The result is a dialectic of old and new, much like the country

itself as situated on the crossroads of a dictatorial past and

utopian future. I preferred the installation, as it provided more

content and allowed the viewer more paths into its mysteries. The

video felt like an abridged version.

Difference Screen is a traveling programme of international

artists’ film ... There was a political current running through most

of the programme, as the focus was on capturing the shifts in

society. Difference Screen made a stop in Sarajevo last week and

continues to Sweden next month. As they go, they pick up new

films and videos along the way. This makes the program

something like a living archive that charts those societal shifts in a

very immediate way, and a consistently surprising experience for

each stop along their path.

Greg de Cuir Jr, 18 February 2014

Greg de Cuir, Jr is the the selector/programmer for Alternative

Film/Video Belgrade. He also works as the managing editor of

NECSUS (Amsterdam University Press/NECS) and is a member

of FIPRESCI. Follow on Twitter @de_Cinema

from the Difference Screen blog...
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FROM THE FABRIC OF THINGS

Difference Screen dispatches

Gareth Evans

A metaphor brings us into relation with the universe. It is a pattern

in embryo, and there would be no poetry today if we did not still

retain our primitive sense that meaning must fall into a pattern, or

a pattern hold meaning.

Roger Garfitt, from

www.fiveseasonspress.com/RoadToHeratIntroductionExtract.pdf

Preface

Due to the fact that the archive of works that make up Difference

Screen will be experienced in variant programmes, sequences

and assemblies across its life and across the world, this essay

has focused on thinking around the specific pieces included,

seeking to contextualise and to examine recurrent themes and

any shared or divergent strategies present, rather than to provide

summary or analysis of individual works, often provided in the

contributor notes related to each title.

1. Creating the Conditions

Place begins when space is occupied by time. It is continued by

the operation of unfolding elements within the dimensions

established and is fully realised when those elements, on leaving

the zone that has been created, look back as they mark the

growing distance between themselves and the site and consider

it, this location of origins and intention, with degrees of response

that might range from longing to loathing, mistrust to melancholy;

in short, the emotional memory of belonging (once, perhaps

again…), which, expressed, enough, becomes culture.

Becomes identity:

I

You

We

Becomes culture…

2. Difference

The state or quality of being unlike

A specific instance of being unlike

A distinguishing mark or feature

A significant change in a situation

A disagreement or argument

A degree of distinctness

The result of subtraction

and in secondary meanings…

To have an effect

To compromise

from the Latin: differre, literally: to bear off, hence scatter, from

dis- apart and ferre - bear

3. Moving Image

Given that place is this productive conjunction of space with time,

it follows, perhaps inescapably, that the media most suited to its

exploration might be those that deal equally in such a union. Of

these, the moving image – so named, it seems now, as much for

its sensibility as for its technical qualities – is by some margin the

most effective at delivering productive, even profound results. It is

13
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eclipsed only by music, that fleeting occupation of the air above

the ground of a place, but it has often avoided its secondary

status by incorporating the organised and melodic aural into its

own project, therefore claiming not only its sonic glories but even,

when particularly suited, giving the illusion that it occupies the pre-

eminent role in the partnership.

4. Screen (italics are author’s own)

A light movable frame, panel or partition serving to shelter, hide,

divide etc.; anything that serves to shelter, protect or conceal; a

frame containing a mesh (put across a window to keep out

insects); a decorated partition, behind which it is common to

undress; a sieve; a system for selecting people, often for task

suitability; a white or silvered surface, usually fabric, placed in

front of a projector to receive the enlarged image of a film or

slides; the wide end of a cathode ray tube, e.g. television; men or

ships deployed around and ahead of a larger military formation to

warn of attack or protect from a specific threat; anything that

prevents a person from realising their true feelings about

someone or something; to examine for the presence of e.g. a

disease or hidden weapons.

from the Old French: escren; related to the Old High German:

skrank (cupboard).

5. Engine

Difference Screen is a difference engine. That is, it is not only a

vessel but a maker of difference. In its choice of works, their

contents and forms; its juxtaposition of images; its truly

internationalist sourcing, stations and collaborations; its

unpredictable sites of projection –(from cave – perfect that

Difference Screen is first delivered underground, in 4,500 year old

mines, originally worked for ochre pigment; caves of forgotten

dreams… painted, now projected images on the flicker flanks of

walls – to industrial barge on the Thames; and from there to all

that is; a post-imperial return of the world to the world… from

country to country – Georgia, Vietnam, Mongolia, South Korea…)

– its aspiration for new, as yet unseen constellations; in all of

these ways and more, it generates difference, so far from the

usual suspects, its makers, despite one or two names familiar to

British audiences for artists’ film and video.

This difference, when expanded – or distilled – to the degree it is

here, becomes a search for what finally unites us, across all the

borders of supposed ‘unlikeness’. This is the primary rewarding

paradox of Difference Screen. By not knowing the language, we

must find other ways to speak to others. Difference Screen is an

othering machine that refuses to abuse or ignore the ‘other’.

6. Whose Local Is It Anyway?

In Michelangelo Antonioni’s defining 1975 feature The Passenger

(in Italian, Professione: Reporter), Jack Nicholson’s journalist

protagonist steals a dead man’s identity and proceeds to live out

this borrowed life. At one point, circumstances dictate that he

make a long walk back to his North African hotel through the

desert. He passes a Bedouin man and attempts to speak to him.

The man does not reply or even acknowledge him. In fact, it

appears that the man does not even see him, and this is not

because he is looking elsewhere, is preoccupied or does not

understand the entreaty Nicholson is making, but because the two

men do not exist in the same territory of time and space, in the

same place. They cannot meet.

7. Short

The overwhelming majority of these films is short; in duration only,

not in ideas. In a culture of exponential acceleration, attention
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occupies an altered priority and is no longer a given, a granted

component, in the encounter with an artefact or image. Impact is

not the same as attention. We might recall the difference between

shock and suspense, so famously and effectively understood by

Alfred Hitchcock. Show / create an explosion and there is horror

and discord. Plant a bomb and reveal that information only to a

selective number, and at once the device becomes altogether

more implicated – in the narrative, in the lives of those whose

paths might meet its realisation. Can it be found, be defused or

removed, in time (and also, of course, in place)…

So it is with a short film. Brevity can generate sudden and

substantial impressions. In this temporal concentration, however, it

is normally much harder to install depth, which is the fuel that

attention craves. And yet, this compacting of the clock can create

intensity, an initially concealed energy whose constituent parts

only reveal themselves after the event of their expression. In this

way, they operate like the light of stars, heralds to us from the

past, despite our perception of them as apparent in the same

moment as our breath.

They are threads torn from the fabric of things, from which it might

be possible, with scrutiny, generosity and even an iteration of faith,

to establish the whole of which they are a part.

8. Longer

In light of this, it makes richly charged and political sense that the

longest piece (a minute over an hour) is Atousa Bandeh

Ghiasabadi’s The Day I Disappeared. A work of the epic everyday

(for millions of people, voluntary and not), it tracks, in many

registers and frames, its maker’s moves from Iran to Western

Europe, through the various arenas of vanishing that such a

journey entails. We are regularly assured – for our own security of

course – that it is impossible to dissolve one’s public face and

footfall, to escape the panopticon gaze of planet-wide surveillance.

And yet, and yet, and every day, numerous migrants achieve just

that, are forced or choose to enact an unravelling of their signature

selves; burning papers, changing or losing names, even filing

fingerprints clear off, so that the tree rings of their unique growing

are forever deleted; and all such casualties remain the still walking

brothers and sisters to the countless unknown ended violently – in

starvation crossings, drowning, trafficked suffocation, detention,

deportation, enslavement, suicide; fatal fears made shockingly

real.

For those that do make it through – to where, with what – they are

permanently changed, and what they hold might only be as

tangible as film, as what a hand raised in the projector beam can

grasp, the thrown light of a path in dust that closes more finally

than night ever can or does.

9. Medium

Realm of ghosts; clairvoyant cinema, calling those passed to

presence; we cast our losses, our fears, our dreams, our hope

back to birth every time the screen is lit; back so that we might

move forward into the space that exists when the gleam has gone;

when the screen can no longer protect us from the full and present

glare of day. When everything has vanished into thin air, only the

shed skin of the image remains to console us, the torn security

that we take with us, held deep in the eye, at the place where the

mind meets the heart (impossible to locate in any autopsy),

forward into the all too claustrophobic chambers of the times

within which we must live; must live. If it is remembered, it has not

died; it has only passed… away.

15
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10. On Volume

The world is a camera. No conspiracy here, but who determined

that every new technology, regardless of its ostensible purpose,

should also carry a lens… all of us Warholians now, so we surely

are…

But this is something more, beyond the human gaze cults, the

catwalk consciousness we briefly all can know – and feel – and

share, now that everywhere is everywhere and everyone is

(potentially at least) looking on… (youtube check at 23.32 /

4.7.13: Psy’s Gangnam Style: 1,701,561,576 views).

Take this to its endpoint conclusion and it transpires that – given

the long since reaching of a critical mass, when it comes to a

dynamic and predatory relationship between image volume and

its relation to population, topographic area and scale, ‘event’

moments and also, indeed especially, the daily acts of no

particular note even to their participants – the image seen is no

longer being perceived by independent human eyes and minds

but, far more likely, by other images… The mirrors are now the

hall and all beyond it too.

Homer Simpson knows a thing or two. When Bart, through

various ingenious plot devices, is required to skateboard home

naked through town, he relays his shame and humiliation to his

old man, declaring that ‘this is the worst day of my life.’ Opening

another beer, Homer looks at him with a face etched in the bright

yellow wisdom of ages and replies, ‘the worst day of your life…

so far.’

11. Strategies

Scale surprises: a nipple expressing its milk is given the pictorial

prominence respecting of its function (my mother the
mountain…); a rain window becomes a vast terrain; an ice wall

could be (hundreds of) metres high; an action figure becomes

larger even than life; everywhere, inversions and reverses: the

world turned upside down…

Conceptual play: formal games – with serious intent – that

reconfigure the relationship to place and to the ‘place’ of the image…

Performance: the self becoming itself in light of its own reading;

light readings; ritual behaviourals to stave off collapse; enterprises

of enduring…

Image bank: graphic apertures (screening the image from

complete view); stilled images for a dead cinema (frozen time);

tableaux vivants in the Russian forest; the smeared car window

Film critics Artsvi Bakhchinyan and Siranush Galstysan at the

Naregatsi Art Institute, Yerevan, July 2014
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onto snow; the saving and salve of super 8; the split screen; the

spinning lens, lassoing what it sees…

Text: from Gertrude Stein to Bulgarian Chalga, post-Soviet turbo

pop; from Samuel Beckett to Tahrir Square tweets; from children

learning to Gaelic extinctions; what goes around might not come

round again…

Understated anthropologies of the visual, gathering the evidences

of salvage ethnography (drawn from the sinking ship of history);

reclamations before erasure: of Soviet women; of the fallout –

literal and otherwise – from Nevada nuclear tests; of the Polish

space programme; of military experimentation on shifting shingle

spits; the trails and travails of the Vietnam war; the elevations still

possible in a city of dead factories; and then the actual dead, and

how the work has only just begun…

To borrow a phrase, so it goes…

12. Sure Thing

Difference Screen is an engine of, and seeks to manifest against,

doubt and anxiety. These are works poised on the double edge of

various blades (the balancing act of simply being); between

Still from Atousa Bandeh Ghiasabadi's The Day I Disappeared
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hesitancy and conviction, loneliness and communion, history

(seen and felt from the inside) and flight. It is a catalogue of

thresholds – children, windows, doors, roads, journeys, the other

shore of the river, cable cars – between… to dive or not to dive…

So Difference Screen investigates the challenges of choice in an

era OCDed by it. Thus, to decide becomes a form of resistance;

to decide, for example, to consume less, to live by other codes…

Difference Screen can move in seconds from myth to the all-too-

grinding mundane – riding a scrap metal horse through almost

more checkpoints than miles.

However, these are not really options or oppositions or even shifts

when it comes (as it often does) to the crunch; rather than being

twin faces of a sharpened implement, they are the two sides-

become-one of a Mobius strip.

13. Holding Device

John Berger phrased it well, as might be expected. He said that

he hoped he’s never written even one line that wasn’t informed by

the political and social reality of things as experienced by the

majority of the world’s population. He wasn’t saying there should

be placards in every love poem, rhetoric in every delicate

observation of human mystery; rather, that the truths of one’s own

place could never be separated from the truths of others; that one

must stay awake, stay alert, pay attention; that, living responsibly,

he said, never again will a single story be told as if it were the only

one.

Now, that larger reality, within which all these stories must live, is

starker than ever. Here it is…

www.guardian.co.uk/environment/2013/jun/30/population-growth-wipe-

out-life-earth

Difference Screen wants to teach us how not to fall into these

black holes, the spaces between the fibres of the nets we have

crafted together to hold us in to something recognisable as order;

how not to fall and drag all else with us…

Finally, Difference Screen is curation as ellipsis, as what cannot

be said, cannot be shown, as what can only be experienced.

Sometimes, acceptance is just another word for nothing left to

lose.

14. This

There’s no law against my listening

to this thrush behind the barn,

the song so loud it echoes like a bell,

then it’s further off beyond the lawn.

Whatever else there is, there’s this as well.

There’s no law against this singing –

nesting I suppose – up in the silver birch,

even though we build a common hell,

have done, and will make it worse.

Whatever else there is, there’s this as well.

by Maitreyabandhu, from The Crumb Road, published 27.6.13

www.bloodaxebooks.com/titlepage.asp?isbn=1852249749

Postscript

The written conditions: breeze of an evening in the residential

urban; blown scent of marsh channels and meadow grass; traffic’s

surf, its oily ebb and flow; music: Ele ni Karaindrou, scoring the

distances between; an easy summer quiet in the block, the fluent

foxes out; promised heat by morning, so it’s said; something

different, good: the sun and then the screen.

Clapton, London: 5.7.13
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Sarajevo, Sunday 9 Feb. The day of our first screening, and

another demonstration files through the city. People are

protesting outside the courthouse close to Kriterion Kino

demanding the release of protesters jailed on Friday – they

want the politicians locked up, and the protesters released.

But today there are no more riots, the crowd disperses, and

our screening can go ahead.

Difference Screen seemed heightened and dramatised by

events unfolding on the streets – and intensified by some of

the films by Balkan artists we had included in the

programme. We open with Shoba Seric’s film, ‘It’s all a little

bit of history repeating’. The camera is trained on the

bridge, 300m away from the venue, where Archduke

Ferdinand was assassinated: the flowing river gradually

turns red, than returns to its normal green-brown.

Ben Eastop, February 2014

from the Difference Screen blog...

art house cinema / o. thaus sinama /, a movie theatre that general ly
shows fi lms intended to be a serious artistic work, often experimental
and not designed for mass appeal.

Keeping Sarajevo a cultural centre of Europe and giving youth a
chance to engage in contributing to the development of an urban
society, was the main idea behind the creation of Kriterion.

Rebuilding a safe haven from the old cinema, we created a place to
learn, relax, work, inspire and to be inspired. Our doors were first
open to the people of Sarajevo and the world in June 2011 .

Imagination being our most welcome guest, we invite you to present
your work here, for this zamazing space is home for creativity and
talent.

Think outside the box for we are not only an art house cinema but
also a showroom, conference stage, music and performing arts
platform and an ideal place to meet dear friends for coffee.

Every team member is family, every partner is a companion and
every guest is a new precious fraction of a mosaic art piece called
Kriterion.

Reluctant to give even more, we are looking forward to evolving
and growing into the roots of people's minds and hearts, therefore
becoming a symbol of Sarajevo's cultural identity.

Infinitely proud of what we have achieved so far, we thank you for
years of support, creating an abundant team of hard-workers and an
infinite flow of inspiring ideas.

Open your spirit and let your thoughts wander, for we invite you to
continue creating history and the future of this city together.

Never close your mind to unconventionality. Never lose sight of
what makes you human. Never part yourself from art. Never part
yourself from art.
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Groupe Intervention Video (GIV), Montreal

My overall impression of the screening has to do with

architecture(s) and how structures and spaces are inhabited,

presented, transformed and figured. One work, Travelling Fields

(Inger Lise Hansen) reminded me of Michael Snow’s La Region

Centrale because of the insistent way it flips vantage points.

Lénine en Pensant by Sophie Nys features a huge sculpture of

Lenin’s head with excerpts of his own texts about the importance of

women during and after the revolution. Mantra (Gordana Andjelic-

Galic) presents a woman struggling to carry all the flags once

associated with the formation of Bosnia. Shelly Silver looks at

language, racism and narrativity as she literally builds story-blocks

in 5 lessons and 9 questions about Chinatown. Signs figure

prominently in Hassan et Amira – Lettre/s d’hotel/s. Director Gesa

Matthies uses two images, in a kind of split-screen, to make

associations between hotel signs (or typewritten word and sign), as

she does with the words ‘Terminus des Ports’ and ‘De L’avenir’.

There are many more excellent works in the program screened at

GIV. I got swept up, abandoned my note taking and enjoyed.

Anne Golden, 29 October 2014

5 lessons and 9 questions about Chinatown

10 square blocks, past, present, future, time, light,

movement, immigration, exclusion, gentrification,

racism, history, China, America, 3 languages, 13 voices,

152 years, 17,820 frames, 9 minutes, 54 seconds,

9 questions, 5 lessons, Chinatown

Shelly Silver

Panel discussion, Union Docs, NYC, October 2014.
Shelly Silver, centre
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KNOWLEDGE THROUGH CONTACT

Mercedes Vicente

A quick viewing at Difference Screen website provides the sense

of its eclectic range of films, both in their aesthetic formats and

subject matters. What strongly came to me it is the worldliness of

this project, which over the years and through the many travels of

its curators Bruce Allan and Ben Eastop to far reaching parts from

the Western world, have amassed a number of travelogues,

personal diaries and documentaries that are windows to the

social, cultural and political state of affairs of the filmmakers’

respective localities. The short film format usually invites more

personal and intimate accounts, being not forced to comply with

the commercial and theatrical demands of feature films. And

whilst it doesn’t allow for the development of grand narratives,

brief impressions can last with us for long. Compelled to share

their worlds with us, these filmmakers have captured the

extraordinary in the everyday, the quotidian signs of ongoing

wars, the burden caused by political systems on peoples’ lives,

and so forth. That is, epic subjects affecting people around the

world conveyed at times in a single-shot, speechless or

encapsulated in succinct testimonies. These brief encounters vary

from neutral detachment to intimate participation, exercise their

suggestive power (much like photographs do), bring awareness

and solidarity, or appeal to us as viewers to question our own

position and responsibility, at times even seeking action and new

solutions to effect social change.

Salome Jashi’s Speechless (2009) provides us no clues or

contextual information to the string of frontal single shots of

speechless sitters who reveal in their faces the signs of a lived

trauma.

They look inwardly to the memories that haunt them and in some

cases, in a violation of the admonition of not to look at the

camera, they too — defiant, reproaching, seeking compassion —

look back at the camera, at us, actively turning us into witness of

their suffering. They had endured the devastating 2008 Georgian-

Russian War that caused the deaths of several hundred people

and the expulsion of others from South Ossetia. Their personal

tragedies were invisible to the world, and we are left, helplessly,

with these portraits and a glimpse at the emotional effects of war.

The film end credits list their names and briefly tell us about their

personal tragedies, but this feels insufficient. What sort of

relationship the filmmaker established with her subjects? What

directions did Jashi give them? What are the ethics taken on

account on representing the suffering of others? Did they choose

to be speechless or perhaps they would have preferred to give

verbal accounts of their personal stories?

In comparison, the films made by Abounaddara collective — who

defined themselves as ‘a collective of self-taught and volunteer

filmmakers involved in emergency cinema’— seem to approach a

more detached stance. The collective are Syrian anonymous

filmmakers that emerged at the onset of the civil uprising that led

to the Syrian Civil War, producing films since 2011 and posting

them weekly on the Internet. Brevity and low production is their

trademark; some of their films are barely more than a minute.

Here, minimum efforts reveal to have maximum impact, without

the journalistic tricks and spectacle of television networks. There
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is immediacy and the filmmakers don’t enter into questions of

documentary truth. They are determined to provide accounts of

Syrians from all sides of the conflict told by their own subjects.

Snapshots of History in the Making (2014) is brilliant and you

need nothing else. The one-liner title is concisely illustrated by the

single-shot of a civilian speaking at home and being interrupted by

the noise of a passing nearby plane dropping bombs, with no fuss

nor requesting an emotional contract from the viewer. And The

Woman in the Pants (2013) records her testimony of political

protest, straightforwardly and pragmatically. It would seem that

these stories belong to their causes and are there for those who

are interested in actively searching them on the net.

Emily Richardson’s Cobra Mist (2008) is a film that captures the

landscape of Oxford Ness in Suffolk (England), a defunct military

site, inactive since 1990s, for the Atomic Weapons Research

Establishment, where experiments with radar were undertaken.

This atmospheric film reproduces the bleakness of its enigmatic

history, one still sealed under the Official Secrecy Act.

Richardson’s use of cinemascope ratio shots accentuates the

horizontality of this vast and isolated barren landscape, peppered

with the ruins of buildings battered by and abandoned now to the

effects of the weather. The camera movement in constant flux,

with 360-pans shots and the use of time-lapses that compresses

time, imposes a structural control to the film and a detachment, as

it creates an image of a reality that is disembodied in time and

space. This control is further exerted by the film’s lack of a pre-

established narrative, being purely composed in the editing room.

This distancing effect is countered by the film’s sophisticated

soundtrack, made of actual sounds recorded on site —wind, rain,

sea, bird wildlife, and hissing and metal screech noises of

Cobra Mist (2008), Emily Richardson
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buildings exposed to wind and rain — and processed digitally to

convey a sense of ‘a post-apocalyptic wilderness’. This instils an

aural immersive experience that equally engulfs the viewer in a

360-degree and provides an emotional tone to the film. Being

more suggestive than explicit of the bleak nature of this ruined

architecture, the traces of a past that remain inscrutable, the film

re-enacts the secrecy of the place as no context of its political

history is revealed. Richardson was fascinated by the time it

would take for information to be released and for these buildings

to disintegrate, which the film implicitly conveys. Cobra Mist

provides a subjective phenomenological experience of a place, a

pre-linguistic response to it, where sound and vision come in

equal terms, rather than offering an accurate transcription of a

reality that would epistemologically tell us something about its

past.

Privileging sound as a form of cognition through the aural seems

to be the point made in Mikhail Karikis and Uriel Orlow’s

memorable Sounds from Beneath (2011-2012). The film records a

community of former coal miners, the Snowdown Colliery Male

Voice Choir, vocalising the sounds they heard while working in the

pits — of “underground explosions, mechanical clangs cutting the

coal-face, wailing alarms and shovels scratching the earth”. The

film was shot in a desolated colliery, a sunken space transformed

into an amphitheatre for their performance. This notion of

acquiring knowledge through the aural is especially relevant when

deprived of the sense of vision, as it is the case for miners

working deep underground. At the beginning of the film, it enacts

this experience for the viewer, when non-identifiable sounds

accompanying shots of coal tailings appear before the sight of the

choir performing, revealing these as made by human voices. The

miners’ life dependence to the noises of the pit makes these

sounds music to their ears. Their performance is a testament to

their acute ability to discern life-threatening sounds and it is also a

tribute, and a testament, to the solidarity and the bond created at

work in which their lives are dependent.

The connection between breath and sound is the generative

ground of the film Collective Breath (2014) by the South African

performance artist Neville Gabie. This is a single-shot film

documenting the artist performance: the release from a

pressurized container of ‘the breath of one thousand, one hundred

and eleven people collected together’ to play a single note for 49

minutes. This is performed outside the Mace Head Atmospheric

Research Station, in the West Coast of Ireland, a site for aerosol

measurements since 1958. Its unique location, exposed to the

North Atlantic Ocean, allows the study of atmospheric

composition and air quality under Northern Hemispheric

background conditions as well as European continental

emissions. Gabie’s reductive, understated gesture, infused with a

quasi-scientific flair and performed by the artist, formally dressed

in a suit, with the formality of a musician of a symphony orchestra,

is an open-ended symbolic act. It invokes the force of a collective

action, and the generative power of breath, and stresses the

threatening future of a primal material such as clean air. The work

is an urgent call for a collective act and commitment towards

climate change, without being bluntly militant.

Dust (2006) by Paul Rooney is definitely a literary tour de force. It

would seem that the visual component of the film is secondary to

its soundtrack. So the eight-minute hand-held single-shot set in a

commercial freighter at sea, while walking in circles around the

top deck of the boat, subjects the viewer to the restless pace of

the circling walk, rather than to the expansive contemplative
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Collective Breath (2014), Neville Gabie

stillness of the sea. The film is really about the soundtrack, which

inwardly induces our own imagination of its narrated world,

unconnected to what we see. This sort of audio guided tour

created by a layered textual track was written by Rooney, who is a

writer, incorporating diarist material from room attendants of a pier

hotel in Liverpool, literary references to writers like WG Sebald

and human rights journalist Caroline Moorhead, and a text about

the Liverpool General transport strike of 1911. Performed by

various actors, it is partly narrated and partly delivered in the form

of songs inspired by Brecht and Weill’s The Threepenny Opera,

and accompanied by a musical quartet composition made for the

film. Waved in and out, without a clear sense of past or current

time, the narrators offer intimate reflections about the longings

and work realities of a hotel maid, the destinies of migrants risking

their lives while crossing seas in seek of security and freedom.

These resonate with the pressing current moment, whether these

accounts are contemporary or historical. Mixed are the banal and

the deep pathos of very different and concurrent world realities.
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DIFFERENCE SCREEN IN INDIA

Bruce Allan

In 2015/16 more screenings took place in North East India

than anywhere else on the Difference Screen journey, often at

venues in obscure locations.

During recent years I have been drawn back to Assam, the place

of my early childhood. Peter Allan, my father, managed two tea

gardens in the Jorhat district. My path back to Assam came

through contacts made at artists’ workshops.

At Braziers, UK 2003, as an advisory board member, I met Yuki

(Pan Sheau Shei), who subsequently invited me to the HweiLan

International Artists’ Workshop, Taiwan as a participating artist in

2005. At HweiLan I met artist Chhatrapati Dutta ‘Chhatra’, who,

with others in Kolkata, organised Khoj Kolkata International

Artists’ Workshop in 2006. I also met Mriganka Madhukaillya in

Kolkata and was invited to take part in Periferry 1.0, the first

international artists’ workshop in Assam, 2008, organised by

Desire Machine Collective:

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Desire_Machine_Collective

During the workshop at Guwahati, I was introduced to many

people including two artists from Assam, Tridib Dutta and Raj

Kumar Mazinder, who later invited me to present screenings in

Jorhat and Silchar, Assam. Other venues followed at Dimapur,

Nagaland; Aizawl, Mizoram and Agartala, Tripura.

History
During the period of British India, much of the North East (NE)

was known as Assam, an area surrounding the Brahmaputra

Valley whose name became synonymous with tea. The

periphery of Assam comprised deeply tribal areas. The British

gained control of the region through the Treaty of Yandabo

after the first Anglo-Burmese War in 1826. For the previous six

centuries, Assam was the Kingdom of Ahom, ruled by Thai

princes.

Since independence in 1947, Assam has been split into the new

states of Meghalaya, Nagaland, Mizoram and Arunachal Pradesh

(formerly The NE Frontier Agency). These states, together with

Tripura, Assam and Manipur, form the Seven Sister States of NE

India. All states have a high percentage of tribal people, or

principally tribal heritage.

'Before they adopted Christianity the Naga tribes practiced

headhunting and preserved the heads of enemies as trophies

through the 19th century and as late as 1969.' Michael

Fredholm (1993). Burma: ethnicity and insurgency. Praeger. p.

182. ISBN 978-0-275-94370-7

https://www.digitalhimalaya.com/collections/naga/nagafilmview

er.php?filmNum=5

Because of its location and the long history, many people have

who came to live in North East India see themselves as

separate from the ‘mainland’, the India to the other side of

Bangladesh, and more closely connected to South East Asia.

Historically descendants have come from many places

including China, Mongolia and Thailand.

Sanjib Baruah discusses the politics of the North East in his

books India against Itself: Assam and the Politics of Nationality

(University of Pennsylvania Press & Oxford University Press
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1999) and Durable Disorder: Understanding the Politics of

Northeast India (Oxford University Press 2007).

Baruah also edited Beyond Counter-Insurgency: Breaking the

Impasse in Northeast India (Oxford University Press 2009).

‘North East India has endured decades of conflicts that have

kept much of the region militarized, subject to restrictions on

civil rights, and economically underdeveloped. Contributors

from diverse fields – ranging from the social sciences,

philosophy, and cultural studies, to journalism and the civil

services – reflect on new ways of approaching and resolving

these conflicts.’

Sanjib Baruah is Professor of Political Studies at Bard College,

New York, and Honorary Professor at Centre for Policy Research,

New Delhi.

Screenings in India

2015

- Chitrakala Parishath, Arts University Karnataka, Bangalore,

5 November.

- 1 Shanthi Road, Bangalore, 7 November

- Jorhat Science Centre Auditorium, Jorhat, Assam, in

association with Ongkar Centre for Creative Arts, 14,15 Nov

- Pilgrim School, Nagaland 17 November

- Cotton College State University, Guwahati, Assam 20

November

• Kala Bhavana, Visva-Bharati University, Santiniketan, West

Bengal, 27, 28 November 

- Studio 21, CIMA Gallery, 2nd Little Cinema international

festival for experimental film and media art, Kolkata

4 December

 

- TENT (Theatre for Experiments in New Technologies) 2nd

Little Cinema international festival for experimental film and

media art, Kolkata 5 December

- Goethe-Institut/Max Mueller Bhavan 2nd Little

Cinema international art, Kolkata, 9 December

2016

- Art Novelty Gallery, Aizawl, Mizoram 10 November

- Assam University, Silchar, Assam 12 November

- Beekshan Cine Commune, Silchar 13 November

- College of Art and Craft, Agartala, Tripura 16 November

- Jorhat Fine Arts Society, Jorhat 27 November

- adda (an informal evening) in association with Gallery

Exposure, Kolkata 14 December

Rabindranath Tagore pictured on the Santiniketan Express
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Our screenings in India began in Bangalore. The first, at

Chitrakala Parishath, Arts University for Karnataka, was organised

by art historian H.A. Anil Kumar. To my surprise and delight the

screening was preceded by high tea for the audience. Many

people, students, staff and an interested public attended including

art critic K.V. Subramanyan.

Dhanya Rajaram wrote a review for the University

magazine:

An Evening of Difference Screen Films at Chitrakala
Parishath

'Watching Difference Screen and meeting Bruce Allan

reminded me that Art transcends languages and cultures to

give that sense of an over the continent hand-shake. During

the films a sense of knowing and connecting with people from

all over the world, took place. These films showed a world

showing dissent and love for oneself and others and it was so

unlike the reportage of news and its associated apathy that the

audience simply had to embrace it for whatever it stood for.

Difference Screen is brilliant curation and mission and is an

example of what Art could be, today. Many of the films are

available online for viewing.' 

(extracted text) http://www.differencescreen.net/difference-

screen-in-india-bangalore-jorhat-dimapur-guwahati-

santiniketan-calcutta/

The second screening in Bangalore took place at 1 Shanthi

Road, an art space founded by Suresh Jayaram that nurtures

creativity and cutting edge art practice, situated in the centre of

the city. The event attracted a capacity audience of 40

including independent film curator Carmen Billows and Sam

Ayres from London. Carmen had just arrived to prepare her

own later programme Postcard Views:

https://carmenbillows.com/postcard-views-a-film-screening-1-

shanthi-road-bangalore-in/

From Bangalore I flew to Jorhat, Assam where Tridib Dutta

organised programmes on consecutive days 14/15 November

at the Jorhat Science Centre Auditorium. Tridib suggested a

third screening at the University, Dimapur, Nagaland on 17

November. When examination constraints curtailed that

possibility, Tridib’s colleague, artist Limasangwa Aonok helped

facilitate the programme at the Pilgrim School, a large private

school in Dimapur. Around 120 pupils and invited guests

attended, making it one of the larger audiences to see

Difference Screen. The occasion was special, as none of the

audience had ever seen a short experimental film before and

everyone became thoroughly engaged.

For accessibility, as with other screenings in the NE, it was

important to present the context of each film. Following the

screening, headmaster Mr Kikon said they would love to see

more.

https://www.nagalandpost.com/ChannelNews/Infotainment/Infotai

nmentnews.aspx?news=TkVXUzEwMDA4OTg0MQ%3D%3D

Returning to Jorhat I flew to Guwahati, the capital of Assam,

for the next programme at Cotton College State University, 20

November. The occasion was arranged by artist film-maker

Mriganka Madhukaillya who introduced Difference Screen to

Prof. Dhruba Saikia, Vice Chancellor. Q/A included a

discussion on the use of mobile phones for making short films.

Dhruba Saikia proposed the possibility of a University creative
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Student audience for Difference Screen at Assam University, Silchar, 2016. Photo: Bruce Allan
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mobile short film project.

The continuing journey took me to Kolkata and from there to Kala

Bhavana, Santiniketan. Kala Bhavana is the fine arts faculty of the

Visva Bharati University founded by Rabindranath Tagore in

1919. I had wanted to visit Santiniketan for years. After a late and

lively Kolkata party with Chhatrapati Dutta and friends I boarded

the 10:10 Santiniketan Express at Howrah Station.

I found art historian Anshuman Dasgupta sitting under a tree

outside the college canteen. Having first met Anshuman at

Khoj Kolkata in 2006, Ben Eastop, Anshuman and I later came

together at ‘Two Rivers’ a conference organised by Mriganka

Madhukaillya and Sonal Jain at Periferry, Guwahati in 2009.

Anshuman recently completed his PhD at Goldsmiths and

invited us to show Difference Screen at Santiniketan.

Kala Bhavana was preparing for Nandan Mela, the annual art

fair held at the beginning of December. Despite the demands

on students preparing for the Mela, Difference Screen

attracted good audiences over two evenings 27/28 November.

Sanchayan Ghosh, Associate Professor in the Department of

Painting, came to both. Sanchayan and I had also met at Khoj

Kolkata 2006, although our paths hadn’t crossed during his

2003/4 residency at Spike Island, Bristol. Sanchayan’s wife

Ranjani Ramachandaran a classical singer and lecturer in the

Faculty of Music came to the second screening, when singing

and music infused a number of works.

Back in Kolkata three screenings had been arranged as part of

2nd Little Cinema International Festival for Experimental Film

and Media Art, Kolkata.

2nd Little Cinema is organised by Madhuja Mukerjee and

supported by Avik Mukhopadhyay founders of TENT (Theatre

for Experiments in New Technologies) in association with

Studio 21, Goethe-Institute/Max Mueller Bhavan, Kolkata,

India Foundation for the Arts, Unbound Studio and Difference

Screen.

Difference Screen programmes were shown at two venues -

Studio 21, 17 L Dover Terrace, Kol 17, 4 December, and

TENT 4 Bipin Pal Road, Kol 26, 5 December. The Day I

Disappeared Atousa Bandeh Ghiasabadi, was screened at

Goethe-Institute, Max Mueller Bhavan 7 December.

http://www.indiaifa.org/events/ifakolkata-tent-little-cinema-

international-festival-december-03-09-2015-kolkata.html

A taxi strike made for an interesting journey across the city for

the opening of 2nd Little Cinema. Manas Acharya at Studio 21

suggested the metro from Park Street to Kalighat and on to

Gariahat by tuktuk. Surviving the rush hour squeeze I surfaced

at Kalighat and crossed the road to the tuktuk ‘auto’ stand.

Many tuktuks were parked waiting for custom, all, I discovered,

going the other way. I was directed across the street. Standing

beside a junction in the rain it became apparent that all

vehicles were full and this could take a long time. A friendly

face on a motorbike invited me to hop on, and as luck would

have it, Suresh was going to Gariahat too. We stopped

somewhere in the bylanes to locate and Suresh bought me

tea. Studio 21 turned out to be around the corner, I suggested

walking, Suresh insisted on taking me to the door.

Studio 21 is an interdisciplinary project space supported by

CIMA, Centre of International Modern Art. CIMA Chief

Administrator Pratiti Basu Sarkar attended the opening.
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http://www.studio21kolkata.com

Filmmaker Anirban Sarkar attended screenings at Studio 21 and 4

Bipin Pal Road. Anirban contributed a piece about his experience:

The Difference Screen experience, Anirban Sarkar

In my city, Kolkata (Calcutta), the general consciousness of what’s

happening around the world (from politics to arts) was always

there for the last hundred years or more. So, when Difference

Screen came to my city, I was expecting another familiar

experience of film viewing that I have been through from my time

of entering into the art world. As a filmmaker, my general

tendency was to look more at the technical aspects of the videos

that would be screened.

But to my utter surprise, the whole myth of ‘knowing’ the planet

was doomed, just with the screening of the first video. A lady from

the Middle East was talking about her experiences for wearing

jeans. I knew that in extremist countries wardrobe banning is a

common thing. But the lady and her words took me to the blood,

smell and dust of the country she is from. It’s more like a real time

experience than reading an article, or seeing some photographs

on the virtual medium, even a well developed commercial

documentary does not offer this experience.

As the screening continued I was travelling through the world, a

confused nation, a war wrecked nation, a revolution on its way, a

beautiful dream of a man and his father and so on. It was straining

at my head, not due to the fact of watching videos for a long time,

but the reality around me was making me weak, making me

question my beliefs, my ideas and significantly the work I am

doing. I do consider myself a socially and politically conscious

artist, but with the Difference Screen experience, a few

fundamental questions were raised again within me. Does my

medium of art, my work, have any reaction on the present state of

humanity? I believe there are two ways, either you depict what’s

happening or else you must provide the imagination of change.

If we are working seriously enough on these two aspects, there

can be thousands of videos like these from my own country. But

alas! We hardly try to do it, to do something which is as good as

truth, not a fake marketable piece of art for money or international

recognition.

At the end of this experience, when I said goodbye to Difference

Screen, I was left with a new vision for my city, a new dream of

change and a resurrected dream to change, to have a beautiful

and peaceful world.

An English translation of a Bengali poem:

Let them burn the maps,

Let the visions be burnt by the fire,

For me, that is my country

where a human stands by the other one.

2016

Raj Kumar Mazinder, Professor of Printmaking, Assam

University, Silchar, attended the 2015 Jorhat screenings and

on hearing of my intention to revisit Assam in 2016 requested

further screenings at Silchar. One took place at the university,

another at Beekshan Cine Commune Film Club, much like Film

Clubs in the Forest of Dean!

Raj Kumar also arranged screenings at Aizawl, Mizoram and

Agartala, Tripura, two states with a tribal past. Mizos like
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Nagas had been famous headhunters until the middle of the

20th century.

The Mazinder family, Raj Kumar, Swapnali and their son

Shom, accompanied by painter Uttam Ghosh and his wife

Jamuna travelled with me to Aizawl. We travelled by road

through the night, a nine hour journey. I soon discovered

Mizoram to be different to many places in India. The name is

derived from Mi (people), Zo (lofty place, such as a hill) and

Ram (land), and thus Mizoram implies "land of the hill

people".*Sajnani, Encyclopaedia of Tourism Resources in

India, Volume 1, ISBN 81-78350173, page 241

Mizos speak their own language, English, and nearly no other

Indian language. Almost 90% of people are Christian. Aizawl is

situated among high hills surrounded by clouds and the city,

unlike everywhere else in India, is strangely quiet. A no honking

horn culture has been adopted.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GK2Ue-UdPIo

Difference Screen was hosted by Amoii, a self taught artist, at

her gallery Art Novelty. We stayed at the government tourist

lodge in the Chaltlang district, close to the gallery. Amoii told

me there was no formal art education in Mizoram until 2010

and shortly after our arrival took us to an award ceremony for

a ‘State Level Painting Competition on Energy Conservation’.

Difference Screen was well attended in Aizawl.

http://www.uniindia.com/art-mizoram-difference-

screen/other/news/682380.html

https://www.quora.com/What-do-people-of-Mizoram-think-about-

rest-of-India

Back in Silchar, while presenting Difference Screen at Assam

University, I had a chance to meet with students in the

Department of Visual Arts. We had a great afternoon. Later I

met members of the Beekshan Cine Commune Film Club to

discuss screening the following day. The Beekshan

programme took place at the Rajiv Institute and started when

the yoga class was over, it was well received with lively Q/A

discussion.

Raj Kumar arranged for his PhD student Binoy Paul to

accompany me on the trip to Agartala, a nine hour journey

leaving at 8am. Agartala, the capital of Tripura lies on the

western border with Bangladesh. The modern state of Tripura

came into being in 1972 when the Indian government

reorganised the North East region to ensure effective control of

international borders following the Indo-Pakistani war 1971;

Wolpert, Stanley A. (2000), A New History of India, Oxford

Raj Kumar Mazinder and Lalhmingmawli Amoii introducing Difference

Screen at Aizawl. Photo: Bruce Allan
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University Press, pp. 390–1. ISBN 978-0-19-533756-3. Bengali

is the most spoken common language. Many Bengali Hindus

have migrated to Tripura since the partition of India in 1947.

Arriving in Agartala we were met by Pramit Paul, lecturer at the

Government College of Art and Craft who took us to our

accommodation, Geetanjali Guest House. Screening took place

the next day after an insightful tour of the art school with Pramit

and fellow lecturer Ramyendu Das. I discovered students at

Agartala adopt contemporary and traditional approaches to

painting and sculpture with much invention.

The screening took place in an impressive auditorium with over

100 attending and, to my surprise, I was presented with a scarf,

flowers and a large wooden rhinoceros by the Principal Abhijit

Bhattacharya. Following the screening we met senior lecturers in

Abhijit’s office. Later, at his apartment, Ramyendu showed me

photographs of his work Memorial to Rape, a land art reference to

Thangjam Manorama (1970–2004) a Manipuri woman raped and

murdered by soldiers of the paramilitary Assam Rifles in 2004.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thangjam_Manorama

Next morning at the guest house I discovered I couldn’t pay my

bill! When my international visa card wasn’t recognised, reception

told me only Indian visa cards would work. I also learnt that the

restaurant franchise only accepted cash payments.

Following demonitisation (the withdrawal of 500 and 1,000 rupee

notes from circulation 8.11.16) most ATMs were closed and those

in use had queues around the block.

http://www.aljazeera.com/indepth/features/2017/02/100-days-

demonetisation-stories-hardship-170215154335682.html

From past experience, knowing the ease of using ATMs in India I

had arrived with credit cards and no cash. Suddenly credit cards

were of little use. With our train soon to leave Agartala, there was

no time to queue for money. Pramit and Ramyendu came over to

help. Pramit kindly settled my bill to be repaid later by

international bank transfer.

Two more screenings took place. In Assam, Tridib organized a

presentation with the Jorhat Fine Arts Society, showing films

previously unseen at Jorhat on 27 November, with round 60

people attending.

Following this, Chhatrapati facilitated adda (an informal evening)

in association with Gallery Exposure, Kolkata, on 14 December.

30 people came along, including eminent art historian Pranab

Ranjan, film maker Buddhadeb Dasgupta

(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Buddhadeb_Dasgupta) and Amit

Mukhopadhaya (Amitda) art historian and creative initiator of ‘The

Ordinariness of Things'. We were at Uma Sen’s apartment, floor 8

(of 35) Tower II, South City, a well made complex, the like of

which I hadn’t visited in Kolkata. Uma runs gallery

Exposure supporting younger artists’ experimental work.

Screenings in the North East made me aware how unfamiliar

artists and others there are of experimental artists’ film and video.

This felt true even in Kolkata. Anshuman Dasgupta told me the

Fine Art Department at Santiniketan is currently in the process of

making a film and video archive. Being able to show some of the

films in Difference Screen in North East India enabled many to

discover the multiplicity of approaches artists use in making their

works. It also brought an understanding that the medium of film

and moving image is as vital to the visual arts today as painting

and sculpture.
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Agartala Station, Tripura, 2016. Photo: Bruce Allan
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RULES OF THE FOREST

Ben Eastop

We think of landscape with a horizontal imagination, but one

obscured by otherness, coloured by distant references,

antagonisms, and cultural conditioning. Difference Screen has

tried to leap across these gulfs in time and space through the

eyes of artists. The struggle for existence is everywhere

embedded in the landscape, there are many clues, but they need

searching out. Normality quickly overcomes the enormity of

destruction and change.

A mysteriousness and brooding darkness pervades Anna

Abrahams' film 5 Walks Hercynia Silva...the reverberating sound

of a woodpecker, two male bison engage their horns with a deep

snorting sound.

Hercinia Silva was an immense forest stretching from the Rhine in

the west, across the Carpathians to the Black Sea, although early

records are vague. The vast unknown place, rich in myth and

cautionary fables, loosely formed the northern boundary of Europe

for the Greeks and Romans. Julius Caesar talks of the 'curious

animals' in his Commentaries of the Gallic Wars, including the

urus, or aurochs, the wild ox from which modern cattle are

derived.

The film's narration tells of the early imagination of the forest in

Pliny the Elder's Natural History (23-79 AD): 'In the northern

region is the vast expanse of the Hercynian Forest, untouched by

the co-evil world, which surpasses all marvels by its almost

immortal destiny.'

'Ceasar captured a barbarian to ask him about the forest's size...It

takes nine days march for someone to cross the Hercynian

Forest, travelling light...Its size cannot be described more

accurately. (…) No-one can claim to have reached its furthest

edge despite journeying for 60 days, or to have heard where it

begins.'

Today, little is left of the vast, primaeval Hercynia Silva across the

middle of Europe. One of the last natural areas is Białowieża

Forest, straddling the border of Poland and Belorus, where

Abrahams' film was shot. European bison, wild boar, Eurasian elk

and wolves roam amongst the tall trees and occasional aged,

named oaks.

-

In May 2014, Difference Screen travelled to Wroclaw, Poland, and

screened a programme at the WRO Art Centre. I wrote in the blog

at the time:

There seems to be so much to Wroclaw that is no longer here –

histories and people that have passed and gone. It’s survived a

millennium of changing rulers who have swept across this part of

central Europe since the end of the old Polish Piast kingdom –

Czech Bohemians, Austrian Hapsburgs, Prussians, Russians –

Napoleon came through its gates – then the grotesque Nazi

occupation followed by suppression under the so-called

communists.

The evidence of such enormous changes is still there, but harder

to find. Before the Second World War, Breslau was Germany’s

third largest city. As Poles from the east repopulated the

evacuated city after 1945 – every vestige of German

nomenclature was eradicated. Whole streets reduced to rubble
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were rebuilt in the new Wroclaw in the years that followed, despite

the past, mostly in the Germanic vernacular. Some gaps remain

but more recently the familiar retail names of local and global

capitalism are rapidly filling them in...

A history of the struggle of vested interests, of territory and land,

the most basic commodity, of church and empire, emergent

capitalism reduced to it's most raw and horrific extremes under

the Nazis', followed by the ugly mutation of once heralded

collectivism which reached a dead-end.

At the WRO, we screened Anna Molska’s short film Perspective

made during an annual workshop in Dłużewo, which graphically

demonstrates a struggle, perhaps personal, perhaps more

general. The artist pulls an unseen load through snow with

bungee cords stretching out behind her creating a perspective of

tight lines which break as the pressure increases with her

exertions – an absurdist comment on visual art’s classical

construction.

I spent a month in Wroclaw making a short film, Kalambur

Krokodyl, based on a poster in the Kalambur cafe, above which is

a small theatre. The poster, depicting a crocodile, a ladder and a

broken egg, advertised a performance at the theatre in 1978.

www.youtube.com/watch?v=ghSLLTxPC2E

It was an excuse to talk to different people and discover the city.

I interviewed Grzegorz, who managed a small museum at the

back of a restaurant celebrating Solidarność, the trade union

movement that was instrumental in ending the rule of General

Jaruzelski – and the communist era - in 1989. From a photograph

in a small pamphlet he gave me I identified one of the key sites of

protest in the city, now named Plac Solidarnosci. Trams and cars

rushed by, although some of the same buildings were present,

their architecture held a quite different resonance.

'Maybe the broken egg is about breaking our dreams about

freedom...the poster could be some kind of prophecy...', Grzegorz

says.

In 2015 Difference Screen was invited to take part in the

Schachten

Festival, in Luckenwalde, near Berlin, in former East Germany.

We screened films in a German Red Cross tent inside the

remarkable Mendelsohnhalle, built as a hat factory and designed

by the architect Erich Mendelsohn who was later forced to flee

Nazi Germany. The theme was displacement: 'the migration and

dislocation of persons – or cultural displacement; as a result of

conflict, economic pressures, the effects of environmental

degradation, of globalisation, through increased freedom of

movement and an increasingly interconnected world'.

During our stay in Berlin, Bruce and I took a trip to Teufelsberg,

the Devil's Mountain, a hill just outside Berlin on top of which the

5 Walks, Hercynia Silva (2008) Anna Abrahams (and following page)
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US, France and Britain built a listening station in 1961 to gather

intelligence on the East German and Soviet military. It's an

extraordinary place, now derelict and covered with graffiti, its

architecture rich in Cold War aesthetic. When we visited a hot

wind was blowing through the open windows beneath the listening

towers, still with their geodesic dome structures which once

contained all the radar and detection equipment.

We arrived at Grunewald on the S-bahn, and walked upwards into

the forest in the building heat of the day, along strangely straight

tracks which seemed to bear no relationship to the landscape.

With no signs to the listening station, we were soon lost.

Eventually we orientated ourselves, mostly by keeping on an

upward trajectory and came to a path which wound its way,

twisting and undulating, to the top.

Our guide was an American who had worked at the listening

station, married a German woman, and never left Berlin. He

stood on the bare concrete floor, one side of the room open to the

sky, in the same spot where he worked over 40 years ago,

listening to the radio traffic of Russian and East German tank

divisions on exercises in the expansive landscape below, once

covered by forest. Apparently they could estimate the size of the

forces by the number of breakfast rolls they ordered.

But what is most extraordinary about Teufelsberg is that it is

entirely man-made, bulldozed into one of Berlin's highest points

from millions of tons of rubble in the aftermath of the Second

World War. It buries, for ever out of sight, an ambitious military

technical college designed by Albert Speer for the SS but never

completed. Such was its robustness, that attempts by the Allies to

destroy the building proved too difficult, so burying it in rubble

seemed to be the most practical option. It was a powerful

reminder that the landscape has a vertical dimension too, much of

the past is beneath what we can see.

We held another screening at an artist-run space, Abteiling fur

Alles Andere (Department for Everything Else) in Berlin, 'an office,

laboratory, and initiative for art and everything else'. It is part of

the Institut fur Alles Mogliche, an experimental project that

scrutinises the institutionalisation of contemporary art.

Here we screened Stand Here! a marvellous film by Csaba

Nemes using animated puppetry which fittingly deals with

otherness. There are two protagonists in a forest, one a young

Romani and the other a gamekeeper. The common knowledge of

both characters is the prejudices against Romani people – which

predetermines the roles that they play in a tense stand-off. The

film concludes that 'the rules of the society are also valid in the

neutral environment of the forest, and there is no individual

strategy that would exempt them from these rules'

February 2017
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Teufelsberg listening station. Photo: Ben Eastop
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abstract photogram Pharmacy Bruce Checefsky (USA) 2001 animation Stand Here! Csaba Nemes (Hungary)

201 0 animation/dialogue Kinshasa 2.0 Teboho Edkins (South Africa) 2007 cinematically animated

photography, interviews Hollywood Daniel Brefin (Switzerland) 2004/201 3 documentary essay double F for

Final FantasyAlina Ozerova (Netherlands) 201 5 documentary film, tribute Reaching the Stars (Sięgnąć

gwiazd) Hubert Czerepok (Poland) 2011 found footage, visual and audio Sometime.Somewhere. Zohar Kifir

Canada 2009 interview 23rd August 2008 Laura Mulvey, Mark Lewis, Faysal Abdullah (UK) 201 3 interview,

journey Chronicle of a Tape Recorded OverTrinh Thi Nguyen (Vietnam) 2011 landscape, cultural From

Tiziano Vecellio to Barnett Newman and back Peter Wareing (New Zealand) 2007 landscape, hidden Shadow

Sites II Jananne Al-Ani (UK/Iraq) 2011 landscape, history 5 Walks hercynia silva Anna Abrahams (Netherlands)

2008 landscape, history Desert Rose Cordelia Swann (USA) 1 996 landscape, inversion, animated camera

movement Travelling Fields Inger Lise Hansen (Norway) 2009 mediated narrative, animation A Drone

Wrapped Up in Flying Carpets Riaz Mehmood (Pakistan/Canada) 201 2 migration CapsularHerman

Asselberghs (Belgium) 2006 migration Heroica Gabriela Golder (Argentina) 1 999 migration Migration

Standards Borjana Ventzislavova (Austria) 2011 migration CorridorGuy Wouete (Cameroon) 201 0 migration,

performance Next Week Guy Wouete (Cameroon) 201 0 migration The Formosa Experiment Verena Kyselka

(Germany) 201 4 migration, sound work with video Dust Paul Rooney (UK) 2006 performance, fable

Bhagirathi Bringing Water Surekha (India) 2004 performance, gesture Training Daniel Rumiancew (Poland)

201 0 performance, landscape ECHO-LOGO (Polar Projects) Phil Dadson (New Zealand) 2003 performance,

landscape Collective Breath Nevil le Gabie (UK) 201 4 performance, landscape Perspective Anna Molska

(Poland) 2008 performance, landscape Coir’ a’Ghrunnda 360 Dan Shipsides (UK) 2007 performance,

landscape Seeds Shahar Marcus (Israel) 201 2 performance, political Mantra Gordana Andjel ic-Galic (Bosnia

& Herzegovina) 2006 performance, ritual Walk of the Three Chairs Breda Beban (Serbia/UK) 2003

performance, place Georgian National Anthem Nadia Tsulukidze, Ana and Sophia Tabatadze (Georgia) 2006

performance place Exhibitionist in Iran Sophia Tabatadze (Georgia) 2006 place Chiatura, my pride Stephanie

Endter, Max Kuzmenko, Lisa Müller, Ulrike Penk and Kajetan Tadrowski 2011 place Gulo Elene Asatiani, El iane

Bots, Miroslav Koranda, Sophia Tabatdze 2011 place, animation Friday Vacation Kim Kielhofner (Canada)
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201 2 place, landscape Cobra Mist Emily Richardson (UK) 2008 place, cultural landscape Last People

Alexander Rekviasvil i (Georgia) 2006 place, cultural narrative High Blue Mountains, Rivers, and Golden

Plains Borjana Ventzislavova (Bulgaria) 2009 place, familiarity A 3000 times walked wayArpine Tokmajyan

(Armenia) 2002 place, history It’s all just a little bit of history repeating Shoba Seric (Bosnia and Herzegovina)

2008 place, history, migration 5 lessons and 9 questions about Chinatown Shelly Silver (USA) 2009 place,

interview Ownership Andrew Darke (UK) 201 5 place, interview Radio Delo Anton Kats (Ukraine) 201 2 place,

language Finding my own tongue Ian Joyce (Ireland) 1 999 place, letter Hassan et Amira – Lettre/s d’hôtel/s

Gesa Matthies (France) 2009 place, metaphorical transit An Ocean Between Us Mónica de Miranda

(Portugal) 201 2 place, myth Omelia agli ucelli (Preach to the birds) Luca Wyss (Argentina) 201 2 place,

ownership, history PIRIMZE Sophia Tabatadze (Georgia) 201 5 place, scale, conversation Lénine en

pensant Sophie Nys (Belgium) 2005 place, singing Sounds from Beneath Mikhail Karikis and Uriel Orlow (UK)

2011 /201 2 place, under conditions of military occupation Al Hissan – The Jenin Horse Thomas Kilpper

(Germany) 2003 place Tender Transitory Transport Koka Ramishvil i (Georgia), Patricia London ante Paris

(Germany), Nika Machaidze (Georgia) 2008 place Traffic Light in Shadow Tserenpil Ariuntugs (Mongolia) 201 0

place, video vignette Shades ofGrey 1 Alexander Hahn (Switzerland) 201 2 politics, meaning, ambiguity

When the sun sets it’s all red, then it disappears Lina Selander (Sweden) 2008 political narrative, visual

juxtaposition My love for you, Egypt, increases by the day Heba Amin (Egypt) 2011 popular culture,

constructed interview Staging Actors /Staging Beliefs Renata Poljak (Croatia) 2011 portrait 8 crossings

Pauli ina Salminen (India) 2008 portrait Mumbaikar Ganesh Coll in D’Cunha (India) 201 0 portrait Speechless

Salomé Jashi (Georgia) 2009 portrait, tableau vivant Russian KAMA3 Adad Hannah (Canada) 201 2 re-

enactment The Day I DisappearedAtousa Bandeh Ghiasabadi (I ran) 2011 re-enactment/tableau vivant

Friends He Lost At Sea Henrik Lund Jørgensen (Sweden) 2009 similarity, difference Secret Codes Barbara

Rosenthal (USA) 201 0 silent visual Tournant Meng Yeh Chou (Taiwan) 2004 social change Capitalism follows

Socialism Igor Grubic (Croatia) 201 5 surreal Des plumes en enfer (Feathers in hell) Sylvia Donis (France) 201 4

text #44, #50 Stefan Riebel (Germany) 2009
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Map: Luke Eastop
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Thanks and acknowledgments

Difference Screen has only been possible through the generosity of al l contributing artists and fi lmmakers.

Our special thanks to Dan Farberoff for building the website. And to Inger Lise Hansen for the sti l l

image from Travell ing Fields on our homepage. Thanks to everyone who has contributed to the blog and to

the artists and audiences who have joined us in discussion on the Difference Screen journey.

We are grateful to the fol lowing individuals, gal leries, associations and agencies for helping us in a variety

of ways including researching and sourcing many of the works in the screening programmes: Gareth

Evans, Film Curator, Whitechapel Gallery, London; Steven Ball , British Artists' Fi lm & Video Study

Collection, Central Saint Martins College of Arts and Design, University of the Arts London; Ben Cook, LUX

London; Mike Jones, Fi lm and Video Umbrella; Dietmar Schwärzler, sixpackfi lm, Vienna;

Mark Williams, CIRCUIT Artist Fi lm and Video Aotearoa New Zealand; Fi lmform archive for Swedish art

fi lm and experimental video; Fi lmoteka archive, Museum of Modern Art, Warsaw; Jonathan Wright,

Clearwell Caves, UK; Sarah Bowden , MEANTIME Cheltenham; Park Byoung UK, Nine Dragon Heads;

Nandin-Erdene Budzagd , Ulaanbaatar, Mongolia; National Gallery of Mongolia, Ulaanbaatar; ARKO Arts

Centre, Seoul; Magda Guruli, Il iko Zautashvili , Artisterium, Tbil isi , Georgia; Nata Pirtskalava, Art Project

Space Tbil isi ; Katharina Stadler, CCA Tbil isi ; Ffi lmic Film Festival, Llanfyl l in, Wales; Adina

Kaljanac, Kriterion Kino, Sarajevo; Aleksandra Sekulic, Center for Cultural Decontamination, CZKD,

Belgrade; Torbjörn Limé, Gotlands Konst Museum, Visby, Sweden; Pauliina Salminen, Estelle Pierson ,

Vol de Nuits, Marseil le; Ola Janik, Wroclaw, Poland; Piotr Krajewski , WRO Art Center, Wroclaw; Jarek

Hulboj, Anna Wende-Surmiak, Wladyslaw Hasior Gallery, Zakopane, Poland; Mkrtich Tonoyan,

Arpine Tokmajyan , Yerevan, Armenia; Naregatsi Art Institute, Yerevan, Armenia; Gyumri International

Biennale of Contemporary Art; M. Ghukasyan , State Art Academy Gyumri, Armenia; Sandie Macrae,

Aideen Morgan , ROOMARTSPACE, London; Simon Lee, Eve Sussman, Lydia Matthews, NYC; Mike

Estabrook, Vandana Jain, Steven Englander, ABC No Rio, Manhattan; Christopher Allen , UnionDocs,

Wil l iamsburg, NYC; Claire and Jane Desjardins, Montreal; Anne Golden, Mathilde Geromin, Zohar
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Kifir, Groupe Intervention Vidéo, Montreal; Annabelle Sreberny, Murali Shanmugavelan , SOAS, London;

Branka Bencic, Tihomir Milovac, Museum of Contemporary Art, Zagreb; Maja Renn, De Liceiras 1 8,

Porto, Portugal; Denizhan Ozer, Summart, Istanbul; Ana Botella, FACT /Picturehouse Liverpool; Verena

Kyselka, Berl in; Emily Pütter, Michael Neil, Dan Farberoff, Schlachten / Displaced,

Mendelsohnhalle, Luckenwalde, Germany; Stefan Riebel, Ulrike Riebel, Abteilung für Alles Andere, Berl in;

Jesse Rahman, Marlies Adriaanse, Albert Wulffers, Quartair, Den Haag, Netherlands; Renata

Poljak, Lovely Days, Bol, Brac, Croatia; James Sargent, Arnolfini , Bristol; Meng Yeh Chou , Treasure Hil l

Artist Vil lage, Taipei, Taiwan; Surekha, Anil Kumar H.A. Chitrakala Parishath, Bangalore, India; Suresh

Jayaram, Cop Shiva, 1 Shanthi Road, Bangalore; Tridib Dutta, Ongkar Centre for Creative Arts in

association with Jorhat Science Centre Auditorium, Jorhat, Assam; Limasangwa Aonok and everyone

at Pilgrim School, Nagaland; Mriganka Madhukaillya, Prof. Dhruba Saikia, Associate

Professors Draghima, Dimpy Mahanta, Indrani, Cotton College State University, Guwahati, Assam;

Paula Sengupta, Kolkata; Anshuman Dasgupta, Sanchayan Ghosh , Kala Bhavana, Visva-Bharati

University, Santiniketan, West Bengal; Avik Mukhopadhyay, Madhuja Mukerjee, Manas

Acharya, Anirban Sarkar, 2nd Little Cinema International Festival for Experimental Fi lm and Media Art,
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Anna Abrahams
5 Walks hercynia silva

15:31 HD video

The horror and grandeur of the last

remnants of Northern European

primary forest conjure up a history

of hunting, fleeing and meetings

with magical creatures. The first

part of a series of films on the

cultural meaning of landscape.

Jannane Al Ani
Shadow Sites II

8:38 HD photography

Filmed over Jordan, Shadow Sites

II is constructed from a series of

high-resolution digital photographs

rather than film.

Heba Amin
My love for you, Egypt, increases

by the day

6:18. Super 8mm

A selected Speak2Tweet message

of a man professing his love to

Egypt prior to the fall of the

Mubarak regime on February 11,

2011, juxtaposed with the

abandoned structures that

represented the long lasting effects

of a corrupt dictatorship.

Gordana Andjelic-Galic
Mantra

5mins 30secs DV

I walk down this empty and lonely

but freshly paved stretch of the

road carrying a Bosnian state flag.

During my journey, other flags,

which historically represented

Bosnia and Herzegovina, any of its

constitutive nations or from

decisive historical periods of ruling

ideologies, are handed to me at

regular intervals.

Gordana Andjelic-Galic
Washing

19:20 DV

The performance of washing

Bosnian flags soaked in blood,

which have represented the

Bosnian State or its ideology

throughout its stormy history, was

not made by accident in 2011 in

politically and ethnically divided

Mostar.

Tserenpil Ariuntugs
Traffic Light in Shadow

02:09

Ulaanbaatar. I wanted to show the

chaotic reality of my

neighbourhood in the series of my

video work entitledn Traffic Light in

Shadow.
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Herman Asselberghs
Capsular

23:00 HD

Formerly an administrative part of

the Spanish province of Cadiz,

Ceuta, situated along the coast of

Morocco, is now fully part of the

European Union. This vanguard of

European neoliberal and

xenophobic refugee policy acts as

a contemporary version

of the ‘Iron Curtain’.

Breda Beban
Walk of the Three Chairs

10:00 loop original format S 16mm

Filmed on the Danube in Belgrade,

Walk of the Three Chairs records

Beban performing the ritual action

of its title while the ‘Jova’ Band

perform the song ‘Who Does Not

Know How to Suffer Does Not

Know How to Love’.

Daniel Brefin
Hollywood

12:20 HD

Kutaisi, Georgia, a former open air

cinema. By means of cinematically

animated photography and

interviews, Hollywood approaches

the dreams, hopes and fears of

local people.

Bruce Checefsky
Pharmacy

04:36 original format 35mm

Pharmacy is based on Stefan and

Francizsk Themersons’ influential

1930 abstract photogram film

APTEKA. The Themersons are

considered the most influential

filmmakers of the Polish avant-

garde of pre-WWII Europe.

Meng Yeh Chou
Tournant

00:39 4:3

Experimental video made in

reaction to an experience on a

shopping trip in the USA.

Collin D’Cunha
Mumbaikar Ganesh

05:10 HD

Meet Jai Arjun Ganesh as he

speaks about his childhood in

Mumbai and his ambitions for the

future while he participates in the

festival of Lord Ganesh – the

beloved god of Mumbai, remover

of all obstacles.
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Hubert Czerepok
Reaching the Stars

25:00 DV from found film 4:3

A tribute to the makers of the

Polish meteorological rocket

program documenting the building

of rockets which, in 1970, reached

the magical border of 100 km and

went into space.

Phil Dadson
ECHO-LOGO (Polar Projects)

07:49 DV

A stand-alone work of a sound-

echo performance beneath the 30-

metres high ice-face of the Canada

glacier, located in the dry valley

environment of Taylor Valley,

Antarctica.

Andrew Darke
Ownership

18:00 16:9

Ownership - “if we don’t believe in

it – then already we are living

outside of it.” Hannah, member of

the Yorkley Court Community

Farm speaks of the ‘con–cept’

which currently blights millions of

lives.

Umut Demirelli
City

02:06 16:9

Space, form, colour, light - a

projection of elements shaped by

the city’s physical structure and

memory, an engram of the city.

Sylvia Donis
Des plumes en enfer

03:29 scanned Super 8

Ends of super 8 films, dazzling and

suggestive pictures marking the

tempo of a voice that tells the

death of love.

Teboho Edkins
Kinshasa 2.0

11:07 HD

An Internet campaign helps in the

release of a presidential candidate

jailed for talking openly about the

lack of democracy.

Neville Gabie
Collective Breath

06:45 edited (49:45 unedited) 16:9

The breath of one thousand, one

hundred and eleven people is

collected in individual 3 litre bags

and released through an

instrument built by Neville Gabie at

the Mace Head Research Station,

Ireland.
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Adad Hannah
Russian KAMA3

03:31 HD video

Produced in Russia as part of a

body of impromptu tableaux

vivants taking inspiration from early

photography where viewers had to

stand still for up to twenty minutes

per exposure.

Alexander Hahn
Shades of Grey 1

00:58 HD video

Video vignette shot through a train

window travelling through the

Baden-Württemberg landscape

near Karlsruhe, which, in

retrospect, felt like a portent of

death.

Inger Lise Hansen
Travelling Fields

08:40 35mm/HDV shot on S-16mm

Altered perspective and animated

camera movements redefine place

and geography as the film moves

between different topographies

and locations in the Kola

Peninsula, Northern Russia.

Atousa Bandeh Ghiasabadi
The Day I Disappeared

61:00 HD

A poetic journey through the

contemplations of a former

refugee. An interior monologue

details how she became a

stranger, her trip through Europe

and her arrival in a land completely

unknown to her.

Gabriela Golder
Heroica

10:19 mini DV, 4:3

Four women. Four histories

interconnected in a silent and

private choreography, live with

their memories within the everyday

life of a foreign country.

Igor Grubic
Capitalism follows Socialism

11:40 DV original format –

photography

The film Capitalism follows

Socialism deals with Croatian

reality in the 1990s where

privatization led citizens to the

edge of poverty.
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Salomé Jashi
Speechless

12:00 16:9

The 2008 Georgian War resulted

in the deaths of several hundred

people and expulsion of tens of

thousands from South Ossetia. Is

there a way to show the tragedy

of families that lost their loved

ones?

Henrik Lund Jørgensen
Friends He Lost At Sea

05:32 HD

The subjects and compositions of

two of Michael Ancher’s most

well-known paintings: Will He

Round the Point? (1879) and The

Crew is Saved (1894) re-enacted

in the manner of a tableau vivant.

Ian Joyce
Finding my own tongue

08:00 DV 4:3

This video/sound piece overlays

songs of the ‘sean-nós’ tradition

with images of the human body

and elements of the remote

landscape where the artist settled

with his family in 1998.

Mikhail Karikis and Uriel
Orlow
Sounds from Beneath

06:47 HD

Sounds from Beneath centres

around a sound work for which the

artist Mikhail Karikis asked a

community of a coal miners’ choir

to recall and vocalise the industrial

sounds of a working coal mine.

Anton Kats
Radio Delo

13:00 DV

Radio Delo draws upon the

everyday life of an 83-year-old

Ukrainian man, who as a minor

lied about his age in order to

volunteer for war against Germany

as a wireless radio operator.

Zohar Kfir
Sometime.Somewhere.

06:38 digital transfer from film 4:3

A fragment of a story about birth

and death. The reconstruction and

history of a family’s progress,

elements of becoming, as time

and visions of nothingness burden

each voice.
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Kim Kielhofner
Friday Vacation

02:46 HD

The archives of the National Naval

Institute were founded in 1985

after the donation of the personal

effects of Robin Quickly.

Thomas Kilpper
Al Hissan – The Jenin Horse

26:37 DV 4:3

A horse built of metal from

destroyed houses and cars, with

Palestinian youth in Jenin, is

towed 200 km through the

occupied territories of the West

Bank to Ramallah.

Verena Kyselka
The Formosa Experiment

28:00 HD

The situation on the small island in

the South Pacific Ocean is getting

worse. Memories of dictatorship

and tyranny prevail. The entire

world is in turmoil.

Shahar Marcus
Seeds

05:03 HD

Seeds explores the phenomenon

of buried mines that exist in Israel

and the world over, exposing how

these areas still carry the

consequence of war within their

soil while supporting new

populations who must inhabit the

conflict area.

Gesa Matthies
Hassan et Amira – Lettre/s

d’hôtel/s

05:00 DV

The signs of run-down hotels in

the Belsunce neighbourhood of

Marseille write a farewell-letter on

an old typewriter.

Riaz Mehmood
A Drone Wrapped Up in Flying

Carpets

06:06 HD

An Afghan warrior action figurine

acquires a more complex

personality as he is transformed

from a one-dimensional target of

vilification to an everyday’ human

in search of meaning.

Mónica de Miranda
An Ocean Between Us

06:23 16:9 diptych

An Ocean Between Us deals in

spatial ambiguity with melancholic

undertones: ships for maritime

travel become stages where

symbolic umbilical cords unite the

lost parts…
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Anna Molska
Perspective

01:32 SP Beta

Perspective was created during

annual workshops in Dłużewo

attended by artists affiliated with

the studio of Professor Grzegorz

Kowalski.

Laura Mulvey
23rd August 2008

22:00 HD

A brief opening shot, intercut with

inter-titles, of the famous Al

Mutanabbi Street book market in

Baghdad is followed by an

unbroken eighteen-minute

monologue.

Csaba Nemes
Stand Here!

06:00 puppet animation, 16mm

transfer to video

The script provides a brief and

accurate summary of one of the

most prevalent prejudices against

Romani people.

Trinh Thi Nguyen
Chronicle of a Tape Recorded

Over

25:00 DV 4:3

A journey over the Vietnam War’s

notorious Ho Chi Minh Trail. The

film-maker’s search for the

meaning of collective cultural

memory.

Sophie Nys
Lénine en pensant

06:36 digital transfer from 8mm

Conversations between Lenin and

the German communist Clara

Zetkin in the 1920s on the subject

of woman’s place within the

revolution. Questions and answers

seemingly originate from within

Lenin’s head.

Alina Ozerova
double F for Final Fantasy

07:00 digital transfer from 8mm

In 1980 a tourist voyage of a family

reached the outer folds of the Iron

Curtain. 8mm camera was brought

to document both intimate and

typical moments of the tour.
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Renata Poljak
Skok / Jump

04:00 DV 4:3

The artist climbs a diving platform

at the coast wearing a bathing suit,

cap and make-up. She walks

along the springboard, back and

forth, repeating in French, “Shall I

jump or not, shall I jump or not…”

then in Croatian “If I jump all my

make-up will be removed” and

starts to walk back and forth

obsessively.

Renata Poljak
Staging Actors / Staging Beliefs

12:00 DV

The video revolves around the

persona of Ivan Kojundzic. Only 10

years after playing the main role in

the film Boshko Buha, Ivan

Kojundzic became actively

involved in the Serbo – Croatian

War which marked the end of the

Yugoslav Federation and its

political agenda—the very ones

Boshko Buha was fighting for. One

interview, two realities …

Koka Ramishvili (Georgia),
Patricia London ante Paris
(Germany), Nika Machaidze
(Georgia)
Tender, Transitory, Transport

11:04 DV 4:3

The film fragments Tbilisi into a

sequence of rotating windows that

are both sensuous and forbidding

as they reveal then conceal vistas

of the city like an optical key.

Alexander Rekviashvili
Last People

61:00 35mm converted to video

Last People is a beautifully shot

documentary portrait of Gebi, a

high village in Upper Racha

province, Georgia. Gebi is

populated by old people and may

be abandoned soon.

Emily Richardson
Cobra Mist

06:45 digital transfer from 16mm

anamorphic

Cobra Mist captures the enigmatic

atmosphere of an abandoned

military site at Orford Ness and the

relationship between its landscape

and its unusual military history,

experiments in radar and the

extraordinary architecture of the

Atomic Weapons Research

Establishment.
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Stefan Riebel
#44 & #50

01:43 and 01:00 text based

animation

These single pieces and series

often operate between artistic

action and everyday life, between

poetic and context specific

intervention, highly compatible on

a mass media basis.

Paul Rooney
Dust

09:00 sound work with video

The partly sung, partly spoken

female monologue is a verbal

summary, from the point of view of

a hotel maid, of the Brecht-Weill

song ‘Pirate Jenny’.

Barbara Rosenthal
Secret Codes

04:35 DV

SECRET CODES / GEHEIME

VERSCHLUSSELUNGEN /

BEHALTENER SIMBOLN, 2010.

English, German, Yiddish. A

predominantly grayscale image

and text video that gives way to a

startling color still.

Daniel Rumiancew
Training

01:00 HD

Cinema of gestures, contradictory

and ironically distanced from its

very self. The short form captures

the moment of arriving at an idea.

Pauliina Salminen
8 crossings

05:20 DV

Reflections on life in Guwahati, a

city separated by the Brahmaputra

river. One side is a village, the

other a chaotic, fast growing

metropolis.

Lina Selander
When the sun sets it’s all red, then

it disappears

09:09 DV 4:3

Lina Selander explores images of

and stories from 1968, the year of

student revolt.

Shoba Seric
It’s all just a little bit of history

repeating

01:56 DV

A looped video showing the Latin

bridge in Sarajevo where

Archduke Franz Ferdinand of

Austria and his wife the Duchess

Sophie were assassinated on June

28, 1914.
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Dan Shipsides
Coir’ a’ Ghrunnda 360

01:55 DV

From a series of short landscape-

based videos, Coir’ a’ Ghrunnda

was made by attaching a modified

camera to an eight-metre leash

and whirling it through the space

above and around the artist’s body.

Shelly Silver
5 lessons and 9 questions about

Chinatown

10:00 HDV/HDCAM

10 square blocks, past, present,

future, time, light, movement,

immigration, exclusion,

gentrification, racism, history,

China, America, 3 languages, 13

voices, 152 years, 17,820 frames,

9 minutes, 54 seconds, 9

questions, 5 lessons, Chinatown…

Surekha
Bhagirathi Bringing Water

03:52 digital transfer from 16mm

Performance with Archana Hande

based on a folktale from

Karnakata.

Cordelia Swann
Desert Rose

26:00 digital transfer from 16mm

A voice-over relates the stories of

people dying from radiation built up

through the use of the desert near

Las Vegas as a nuclear test site in

the 1950s.

Sophia Tabatadze
PIRIMZE

40:00 HD

This film researches social and

visual changes affecting Pirimze, a

six-floor edifice from the Soviet era,

built especially to house repair and

maintenance services.

Arpine Tokmajyan
A 3000 times walked way

07:15 VHS transfer

‘There are some things that we

have to do again and again. In this

video I am expressing my feelings

towards things that change/lose

their ‘face’ because of repetition.’
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Nadia Tsulukidze, Ana and
Sophia Tabatadze
Georgian National Anthem

01:18 DV

Performing as Khinkalijuice Nadia

Tsulukidze, Ana and Sophia

Tabatadze play the Georgian

National Anthem in locations that

beg questions.

Borjana Ventzislavova
High Blue Mountains, Rivers, and

Golden Plains

11:00 HD

Chalga is a Bulgarian version of

turbo folk. Since the early 1990s,

the driving, cheap Balkan sounds

mixed with traditional drum rhythms

and their aggressive obscene texts

have been the mass market

soundtrack for post-socialist life in

Bulgaria.

Borjana Ventzislavova
Migration Standards

5:24 HD

The repressive migration policy

nowadays is an absurdity. It is

contrary to the principles invoked

by the EU: peace, democracy,

solidarity, justice, respect for

human rights and freedom of

movement.

Peter Wareing
From Tiziano Vecellio to Barnett

Newman and back

03:58 digital transfer from 8mm film

Two historical and dialectically

different pictorial traditions echo

the artist’s estranged stance on

returning to New Zealand for a visit

after many years living in New

York.

Guy Wouete
Corridor

10:44 HD

A video based on a series of small

video clips and photographs taken

in immigrant camps and on the

streets of Malta, all in slow motion.

It combines a soundtrack litany

specifically designed with images

in order to lead the viewer into a

factual reality far from a subjective

construction.

Guy Wouete
Next Week

04:49 HD

The result of a research trip to

three refugee camps in Malta, Next

Week refers to the brutal

Darwinism inherent to migrant

realities.
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Luca Wyss
omelia agli ucelli 09:00 HD

To preach to the birds, to convince

them to disseminate the narratives

of those who speak less, to carry

the news of the current sinking.

Birds are radio waves. They bring

theses, stories in unexpected

places.

Elene Asatiani, Eliane Bots,
Miroslav Koranda, Sophia
Tabatadze
Gulo 15:00 HD

“Death no longer interests me. I

wish I had a different life, I want to

be on stage.”

Filmed in Kutaisi, Georgia, the film

researches the line between death

and life and visualises the theatrical

happenings and settings

surrounding burial rituals.

Stephanie Endter, Max
Kuzmenko, Lisa Müller, Ulrike
Penk and Kajetan Tadrowski
Chiatura, my pride 13:43 HD

Chiatura was once one of the most

prosperous industrial cities in

Georgia. With de-industrialisation

the manganese industry shrank

and Chiatura’s population halved,

but many of the cable cars still run,

establishing a net between the city

and its people.

De Liceiras 18,

Porto, Portugal

15,16 April

2015
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Ben Eastop and Bruce

Allan with Torbjörn Limé,

Acting Director, Gotlands-

Konstmuseum, Visby,

Sweden 7 March - 13 April

2014.
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Back page: ECHO-LOGO (Polar Projects) 2003 Phil Dadson

A night of short films is one of my favorite

ways to experience culture. It’s like going to

the movies, but on an individual, human

scale……

What makes Difference Screen so uniquely

interesting is it’s nomadic global nature.

From town to town, country to country, it

rolls snowball-like through its travels,

accumulating participants from each new

location in a hopefully unending effort to

bring together beautiful short films, and the

artists who make them.

Mike Estabrook, ABC No Rio, NYC

During the films a sense of knowing and

connecting with people from all over the

world took place. These films showed a

world showing dissent and love for oneself

and others and it was so unlike the

reportage of news and its associated

apathy that the audience simply had to

embrace it for whatever it stood for.

Difference Screen is brilliant curation and

mission and is an example of what art

could be, today. Many of the films are

available online for viewing.

R Dhanya, Chitrakala Parishath,

Bangalore

One film in particular has stayed with me

and that is Desert Rose by Cordelia

Swann. It is a black and white film about

Las Vegas – the casinos, the hotels, the

glittering neon lights – but gradually we

realise that it is telling a much more sinister

story, as the voiceover describes the

effects of atomic bomb tests in the Nevada

desert in the 1950s.

Eoin Mac Lochlainn, Artisterium 6, Tbilisi

Cave, time, imagination

The cold, dark cave weaved unexpected

threads; intensifying the experienced times

in each piece – and bridging the pieces by

dilating the space of imagination. Very

effective.

Reza Tavakol, Clearwell Caves,

Forest of Dean

The importance of Difference Screen was

to bring new knowledge of different

countries, landscapes and

neighbourhoods, global and local

narratives from Northern to Eastern

Europe, Finland, Poland, Croatia, to

Georgia, Afghanistan, Egypt and Syria,

New York’s Chinatown and others …..

exploring the known and unknown, visible

and invisible, poetic and political, unfolding

recent or historical events, and bringing to

light the creative potential of diversity.

Branka Bencic, Indpendent curator,

Kino Umjetnika, Zagreb

My growing awareness over the last few

years that a large proportion of current

global difficulties arise out of the

concentration of power into the hands of

too few people who do not have the

interests of the majority, human, animal or

biosphere, at heart has made me realise

that vast numbers of us across the world

are under attack from the same forces. This

shows the importance and urgent need for

cross cultural links. Powerful films which

show the realities are important calls to

arms for us all and artist and cultural

producers must look beyond their own

community to forge new links with unions

and workers worldwide.

Andrew Darke, Displaced Festival,

Mendelsohnhalle, Luckenwalde
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